
Hash Trash .. “don’t let the facts get in the way 

of a good story!” 
 

The Nasty hotline was completely quiet this week. Must be because the new Hierarchy is 

doing such a great job. It was a very eventful night, enjoy the run report.... remember you 

have 6 days to read all of it.  

 

At 5.55 the Hares were nowhere to be found and the Hash Trailer was not on site. The “Tap n 

Go” station set up by Kwakka and Hardon was working like a revolving door as the 

numbers swelled the closer we got to the new 6pm start time. Once again Boozemaster Oscar 

Foxtrot did an outstanding job of providing plenty of cold beer.  

 

It was a bit chilly in the Naranagatang district as the near full moon rose over the tree-line. At 

2 minutes to 6 the hare called in sick. Here we are no hare, no trailer and no Nerangatangs to 

show is a way through the forest. Was this another example of Ballpoint’s misplaced sense 

of humor? What happened to the new start time of 6pm?  

 

At exactly 6pm Miscarriage arrived with the trailer closely followed by Pepe le Spew with a 

fresh speeding ticket from the police. But still no hares.  

 

At 6.05 K2KY Jelly announced that Derolicked and Arsnic could not make it and that a trail 

had been set. He also announced that Ballpoint is in self isolation due to more breaches of 

the Covid Code.  

 

After 5 minutes of Y2KY Jelly and Ballbag enjoying center stage and the pre run briefing 

about snakes and getting lost, the pack headed into the forest. We followed the usual entry 

across the creek up the fence line onto trail 9 and into a drink stop with Arsnik and his 

inflatable friend. Then further on into the forest and onto an uphill goat track. Shat was a 

casualty before we lost the trail and split into 4 groups who all returned to the trailer on 

different trials arriving up to 30 minutes apart just over the hour.  

 

The first group of the runners returned at after 1hr and 35 mins  the last runners 

including Ballbag, Dutch Oven and sweep Pepe le Spew at 8.05 almost 2 hours after they 

started.  

 

The pre Nosh of corn chips and salsa, Burger Rings and savory bread made from olives tuna 

and bacon was plentiful and enjoyed by the pack. Even though Cumsmoke was the taste 

tester, there was plenty of sausages for everyone and some went back four times to fill their 

appetite.  

 

GM Sir Two Dogs called circle 

at 8.15  the pack gathered around the fire once again. GM announced the new fees of $17 and 

$3 for BYO wine were now in place. He said anyone having hardship with the new fees could 

apply for the new Hash Keeper allowance. Under Hash Keeper allowance you can pay $15 

and you get a free bag of ice to sit on for the night  

 

Sir Botcho was called out for his cow riding prowess at Splinter lunch.  

DD 



 

Flasher got a song of fuck off for flying to Perth on Friday and leaving his hometown of 

Gold Coast.  

DD 

 

Returning runners  

Hot Dick has been in Sydney.   

Dutch Oven 
Visitors invited by Arsnic 

Doug 

Jarred  

Pete  

DD  

 

Hare Derolicked and Arsnic called out by GM.  

Sir Botcho describes his 1hr 35min run as a bit long and gave the run a 5/10 

Co hares Arsnik and Derolicked and sweep Pepe le Spew had DD 

Arsnik charged Pepe le Spew for doing a shit job as sweep. Big call from a hare who was 

not at the start of his own run.  

DD.  

 

Walk report was given by Sir Ferret who shared his love of Nerang State Forest with us 

saying not a good place for a run with snakes creeks, and shit, and continued with a more 

generous use of profanities and left us in no doubt about his dislike for the location. 1/10 

 

Fullershit gave the Nosh report sharing how it was actually a good change to have sausages. 

He did enjoy the three different Savory cakes. There was plenty of each of the olive cake, the 

bacon cake and the tuna and capsicum cake.  

 

Casualty report that Shat suffered multiple injuries and was tended to by Truck 

Tyres and Sir Prince Valiant on his return from the treacherous walk and then Hardon took 

him somewhere safe.  

 

RA Brewtus  
Called for the hares to sit on ice.  

Once seated he told a joke and after long story and charge by Miscarriage the hares stood up 

from the ice  

 

The RA called for charges 

Miscarriage stated his charge of the tranquility and serenity of the bush being interrupted on 

the run by too much noise from Doug and RA talking about their  painting jobs.  

DD  

Kitchen Bitch charged both hares because K2Y2 Jelly announced a drink stop and tits in the 

pre run preamble and Kitchen Bitch was shattered because he missed the drink stop and the 

plastic tits  

DD  

Charge from RA to Arsnik about an abusive phone call on Friday afternoon. Arsnikwas too 

pissed to remember the drunk dial.  

DD 



Miscarriage charged Sir Rabbit with having too much fun after the splinter lunch and 

delaying Sir Prince Valiant and chauffeur the Princess with drunken dribble when being 

driven home.   

DD 

Bent Banana charged his mate Flasher with being fit and choosing to walk instead of 

running because he was scared of injuring himself.  

DD 

Doug has a charge against Derrolicked and Arsnic for a lift he organized out and back from 

Hash last week. Doug missed the night because Derolicked left did not pick him up and left 

him at home  

DD 

 

Ballbag was introduced in the pre run by Y2KJelly and wanted to talk more about himself 

and in true Hash fashion was told to shut the fuck up 

He told a joke and got a laugh  

 

POW Iceman escaped keeping the POW when the GM warned him for not wearing POW in 

circle.  Iceman tried to charge RA for no Hash shirt ... false charge. Ballbag was charged for 

holding up the sweeper Pepe Le Spew causing the runners to do all the 

checks. Hotdick arrived from Sydney and did not do self isolation and Hotdick was the 

winner of the POW. Will we ever see it again? 

 

Next weeks run  is Iceman from Paradise Point esplanade bring a chair  

 

GM called on Aussie to call end of circle at 8.45 who gave a note instead and had a DD 

 

On On Sec  

Nasty 
 


